












Level Properties Methods Size

I
Atomic positions and nuclear charges,
properties of free atoms, symmetry, 
temperature (T), pressure (P)

Input: definition of material, 
gene

10 kB - 10 MB

II
Total energy, electron density, potential, 
wavefunctions, atomic forces, optimized
geometry, elastic constants, etc.

Density-functional theory
(DFT) and ab initio
molecular dynamics (MD)

10 MB - 10 TB

III

Excitation energies, electrical conductivity, 
dielectric screening, matrix elements of
Coulomb interaction, etc. optical spectra, 
phonon spectra, thermal conductivity, etc.

Many-body perturbation
theory (MBPT), 
DF perturbation theory, 
ab initio MD

1 GB - 10 TB

IV
Thermoelectric figure of merit, turn-over
frequency of catalyst, efficiency of solar cell, 
etc. as a function of T and P

Modeling, output derived
from levels I-III
phenotype

10 kB  - 1 MB

The amount of materials data 
produced on workstations, compute 
clusters, and supercomputers is 
growing exponentially.

Most of it is thrown away ...



A reliabale calculation of the figure of merit
of one material may produce several TB

Many materials …
Many researchers …
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10 kB  - 1 MB







Every output is fully parsed







rocksalt zincblende



Results can be reenacted at the 
NOMAD Anlytics Toolkit 1 2      3     4      5  6
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Calculate property
P for many 
materials

Build feature 
space, d

Calculate property 
for test set /

new materials



IP(A), IP(B)







unique sample and specimen identifiers

Courtesy Babtiste Gault
& Dierk Raabe
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